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230 
playerlD lineuplD <<< sorted by lineuplD pIayerID lineuplD <<< sorted by playerlD 
10365 254 10335 270 

11744 254 10335 281 

118(13 254 10335 B5 

11822 254 10335 404 

11850 234 10365 254 

10335 270 10365 270 

10365 270 10365 281 

11744 270 10365 25 

11822 270 10365 312 

11850 270 10365 337 

10335 281 10365 355 

1.0365 281 10365 404 

11744 281 10764 404 

11822 281 11238 E5 

11847 281 11238 337 

10335 E5 11415 355 

10365 295 11744 254 

11238 235 11744 270 

11822 295 11744 281 

11850 B5 11744 312 

10365 312 11744 337 

11744 312 118(5 254 <<< 

11806 312 11806 312 Paul Mllsap 
11822 312 11806 355 <<< 

11847 312 11822 254 

10365 337 11822 270 

11238 337 11822 281 

11744 337 11822 B5 

11822 337 11822 31.2 

11850 337 11822 337 

10365 355 1182 355 

11415 355 11822 404 

118(5 355 11847 281 

11822 355 11847 312 

11850 355 11850 254 <<< 

10335 404 11850 270 

10365 404 11850 295 

10764 404 11850 337 Deron Williams 

11822 404 11850 355 

11850 404 11850 404 <<< 

JazzP/ayerLineupXref 
Figure 2 
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pointer>> 

<starting-lineup> 
<player>Ronnie Brewer<lplayer> 
<player>C.J. Miles<lplayer> 

500 <player>Paul Millsap<lplayer> 
<player>Mehmet Okur<lplayer> 
<player>Deron Williams<lplayer> 

<lstarting~|ineup> 

pointer2>> 
Index patterns: 

ronnie, brewer, cj, miles, paul, millsap, 
mehmet, okur, deron, Williams, etc. 

pointer3>> 
index patterns: 

“Ronnie Brewer", “C.J. Miles”, “Paul Millsap”, 
“Mehmet Okur”, and “Deron Williams” 

pointer4>> 
Index patterns: 

Ronnie near Brewer, C.J. near Miles, Paul near Millsap, 
Mehmet near Okur, and Deron near Williams 

pointer5>> 
Index patterns: 

40b8636cf497235c, 100519ba181728d8, 
f9d6824a13b3ed25, b249f6d0e2e948fc, ec45e8c4c06bed36 

Figure 5 
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MULTISTAGE PIPELINE FOR FEEDING 
JOINED TABLES TO A SEARCH SYSTEM 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation of US. application Ser. 
No. 12/974,915, ?led Dec. 21, 2010, titled “MULTISTAGE 
PIPELINE FOR FEEDING JOINED TABLES TO A 
SEARCH SYSTEM”, Which claims the bene?t of US. Pro 
visional Application 61/288,776, ?led Dec. 21, 2009, titled 
“MULTISTAGE PIPELINE FOR FEEDING JOINED 
TABLES TO A SEARCH SYSTEM”, both of Which are 
incorporated herein by reference in their entireties. 

BACKGROUND 

Background and Relevant Art 

Computers and computing systems have affected nearly 
every aspect of modern living. Computers are generally 
involved in Work, recreation, healthcare, transportation, 
entertainment, household management, etc. 

Information in relational databases is stored across mul 
tiple tables With various “one to many” or “many to many” 
relationships betWeen tables represented by indexed local and 
foreign keys.A single speci?c query involving multiple tables 
or joining all tables together to feed into a separate search 
system is often so computation intensive as to signi?cantly 
sloW doWn the database query dramatically. Exporting such 
databases to a search system for most e?icient and relevant 
search operations often involves full database joins that my 
require a huge system overhead or even go off into an expo 
nentially increasingly complicated calculation and never 
come back. 

HoWever, advanced enterprise search systems Work opti 
mally When information on a given hit has been collected 
from appropriate related database tables into a single docu 
ment. 

In typical relational databases the normal form for data 
records avoids embedding hierarchies of multiple child items 
Which associate With a parent item because of the storage 
redundancy and the dif?culties in updating multiple records 
When a child item is altered. Instead the hierarchy is discov 
ered via a “join” operation Which discovers the linkage based 
on a parent reference Within each child record. When records 
are linked in a many-to-many relationship, the database con 
tains an “association” table of linkage records de?ning each 
linkedpair of records. Normal form and the association tables 
facilitate e?icient updates to the database. 

HoWever, When data items need to be found quickly via an 
indexed search, there is no quick method of discovering 
Which of the various hit candidates from one table are linked 
to other hit candidates from another table. A join operation 
has to be run across candidate collections, Which is sloW 
because each of the candidate records has to be read to dis 
cover the linkage. It is only the linked records Whose con 
stituents meet the search criteria that are the ansWers to the 
query. The join problem is this: it takes a long time to read all 
the candidate data records to discover the linkage. Only a 
subset of the candidates Will make it into the ansWer set, and 
excess record reads occur to discover them. 

The subject matter claimed herein is not limited to embodi 
ments that solve any disadvantages or that operate only in 
environments such as those described above. Rather, this 
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2 
background is only provided to illustrate one exemplary tech 
nology area Where some embodiments described herein may 
be practiced. 

BRIEF SUMMARY 

One embodiment illustrated herein is directed to a method 
that may be practiced in a computing environment. The 
method includes acts for ?attening a relational database into 
one or more hierarchical record documents. The method 
includes accessing a ?rst database table. A ?rst entry value is 
identi?ed in a ?rst entry from the ?rst database table. The ?rst 
entry value represents a plurality of entry values of corre 
sponding entries in a second database table. The method 
further includes creating an array. The array includes one or 
more representations of the plurality of entry values. The 
method further includes converting at least a portion of the 
?rst database table to one or more hierarchical record docu 
ments, With columns of the ?rst database table represented at 
a ?rst hierarchical level and values in entries in the columns 
represented at a second hierarchical level beloW the ?rst hier 
archical level for a corresponding column. The ?rst database 
table includes a plurality of entries having the ?rst entry 
value. Converting the ?rst database table to one or more 
hierarchical record documents includes substituting the array 
in a hierarchical record document for each entry in the plu 
rality of entries having the ?rst entry value. 

This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of con 
cepts in a simpli?ed form that are further described beloW in 
the Detailed Description. This Summary is not intended to 
identify key features or essential features of the claimed sub 
ject matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in determin 
ing the scope of the claimed subject matter. 

Additional features and advantages Will be set forth in the 
description Which folloWs, and in part Will be obvious from 
the description, or may be learned by the practice of the 
teachings herein. Features and advantages of the invention 
may be realiZed and obtained by means of the instruments and 
combinations particularly pointed out in the appended 
claims. Features of the present invention Will become more 
fully apparent from the folloWing description and appended 
claims, or may be learned by the practice of the invention as 
set forth hereinafter. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In order to describe the manner in Which the above-recited 
and other advantages and features can be obtained, a more 
particular description of the subject matter brie?y described 
above Will be rendered by reference to speci?c embodiments 
Which are illustrated in the appended draWings. Understand 
ing that these draWings depict only typical embodiments and 
are not therefore to be considered to be limiting in scope, 
embodiments Will be described and explained With additional 
speci?city and detail through the use of the accompanying 
draWings in Which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates an example database table; 
FIG. 2 illustrates another example database table; 
FIG. 3 illustrates another example database table; 
FIG. 4 illustrates an example database table correlating 

entries to arrays using pointers; 
FIG. 5 illustrates data arrays; and 
FIG. 6 illustrates a method of ?attening portions of a rela 

tion database; 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Embodiments may include ef?cient approaches to create a 
composite record that a search system can quickly search and 
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rank. Some embodiments may create a page like structure 
from relational database entries that allows the page like 
structure to be indexed and searched using traditional search 
engine tools. The addition of this approach to an enterprise 
search system facilitates the mixture of database and full text 
searching on documents, databases, or mixtures of each and 
alloWs database records to be transformed into appropriate 
search records that the system can ef?ciently process. 

Reference is noW made to the ?gures, Which include a 
number of tables in a sample database application. The 
sample database is implemented for searching for games of 
the Utah JaZZ NBA team and can be used to shoW various 
aspects of various embodiments. 

Referring noW to FIG. 1, a table 100 of a database is 
illustrated. Table 100 is the scheduled games table, named 
“JaZZGames”. This table 100 contains entries for a selection 
of 30 games from the 2008-2009 season. Each game entry 
contains a column for the starting lineup number, Which iden 
ti?es the group of players that started that game. FIG. 3 
includes a table 300, entitled “JaZZRoster” Which shoWs the 
roster of players and data about them. Players in the table 300 
appear in at least one starting lineup. Other players that did 
not start are not listed. 

The starting lineup relationship to the games involves a 
many to many relationship Which often causes di?iculties for 
join operations. Each game shoWn in the table 100 has a 
lineup number that links to ?ve players. Each of the players 
link to one or more starting lineup numbers. A player/ lineup 
cross reference table 200, Illustrated in FIG. 2 and titled 
“JaZZPlayerLineupXref” has roWs that cross reference play 
ers to starting lineup IDs. Table 200 include tWo sor‘tings, one 
sorted by lineupID and one sorted by playerID. A typical 
search might be structured as folloWs: Find the games Where 
Paul Millsap and Deron Williams started for the JaZZ against 
the Lakers in February. Ordinarily, the search Would involve 
the folloWing operations: 

1. Search the JaZZGames table for the games Where the 
opponent is the Lakers, as the third Word entry in the 
opponent ?eld (“Los Angeles Lakers”) for one roW #20, 
game number 53. The is one game in February satisfying 
the query as Well. 

2. Search the JaZZRoster table to get the PlayerIDs for Paul 
Milsap (11806) and Deron Williams (11850) 

3. Use those PlayerIDs to search the JaZZPlayerLineupXref 
table for LineupIDs Where both Paul Millsap (254, 312, 
355) and DeronWilliams (254,270, 295,337,355, 404) 
are in the same LineupIDs (254, 355), a Boolean AND 
operation. 

4. Use those LineupIDs to ?lter the search on the JaZZGame 
table, limiting lineupIDs to (254 and 355), resulting in 
gameID 53 as the ?nal ansWer since the lineupID is 254 
and it satis?ed the JaZZGame table search for “Lakers” 
and “February” search. 

This query might be further complicated by various ranked 
search techniques. For example: 

(1) The search for “Lakers” might get an exact hit but 
“Lakes” Would fail on the exact hit and get a positive result on 
a stemmed hit. 

(2) The search for “Lakers in January” might fail but the 
nearby month of “February” Would succeed. 

(3) The search for “Darrin Williams” Would fail but the 
alternate name spelling “Daren” Would succeed. 

(4) The search for “Paul MilZap” might fail but a phonetic 
version of “MilZap” Would succeed. 

(5) The search for both players together might not give 
enough hits so the search set is expanded by searching for 
each player individually. 
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4 
Making a Composite Record 
One Way to prepare for these searches is to form a com 

posite record. Full featured search systems can perform espe 
cially Well if all of the data for a hit can be limited to retrieving 
individual records instead of having to dynamically span 
across related database tables. If the game number:53 record 
Were an xml record as folloWs, it could easily satisfy the above 
query. It Would use either multiple searches to satisfy the 
listed less relevant non-exact searches or the hits being pro 
cessed by relevance algorithms to shoW their ranked order 
from a single large search Where the hits bubble to their 
appropriate place in a speci?ed ranked ordering. 

<date>Wed-2009-02-1 1</date> 

<opponent>Los Angeles Lakers</opponent> 

<team- score>1 13</team- score> 
<opp-score>109</opp-score> 

<losses>23</losses> 
<star‘ting-lineup> 

<player>Ronnie BreWer</player> 
<player>C. J. Miles</player> 
<player>Paul Millsap</player> 
<player>Mehmet Okur</player> 
<player>Deron Williams</player> 

</ starting-lineup> 

Note that everything may not reasonably be ansWerable in 
a composite record that can be answered With careful pro 
cessing of the relational database With all of its linked tables 
and the structural links betWeen tables. A query might be able 
to ?nd a starting lineup that results in a Winning record for 
those games Where this lineup started of 75% or higher. To put 
all of the starting lineup’ s information in each record that has 
that lineup Would make the composite table more complex 
and illustrates the reason Where a hierarchal xml-type record 
might be much more dif?cult to keep up to date and complete 
compared With a relational database model. 
Long lists of many to many linkages betWeen tables is 

especially dif?cult to join together e?iciently to create these 
composite records to load into a search system. The ?rst 
implementation of some embodiments uses indexed links to 
alloW for rapid join operations of this composite record. 
An example is noW illustrated. A table is selected that Will 

be the table to Which all other information Will be attached in 
the composite record. In this case, embodiments may be 
searching for the actual scheduled and played NBA games as 
the key table, as illustrated by the JaZZGames table 100 illus 
trated in FIG. 1. The siZe of the table 100 Will be the same as 
before the join. When many sub records are retrieved for other 
tables, they are inserted hierarchally into a composite record, 
making it a non-relational record. 

First, the keys With the many to many relationships are 
preprocessed to create directly accessed records ready for 
insertion into the hierarchical composite record. In this case, 
the JaZZPlayerLineupXref table 200 is indexed and sorted by 
the lineupID ?eld so the ?ve starting player numbers can be 
quickly accessed. Accessing the ?ve starting players’ num 
bers alloWs the ?ve starting players’ names to be added to the 
composite record. 
Embodiments may loop through the JaZZPlayerLine 

upXref table 200, creating xml for each unique lineupID. For 
starting-lineup 254, players 1410365, 11744, 11806, 11822 
and 1 1850 are accessed in the JaZZRoster table 300 illustrated 
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in FIG. 3. PlayerID is a key for this table. The ?ve numbers are 
looked up in the JaZZRoster table 300, giving Ronnie Brewer, 
C J Miles, Paul Millsap, Mehmet Okur and Deron Williams to 
be put into an xml snippet 500 illustrated as in FIG. 5, Where 
the snippet 500 is a data array among a set of data arrays. The 
snippet 500 is created and persisted such that it is ready for 
insertion into the composite record Where appropriate. In 
particular, this snippet 500 can be stored and used Whenever 
the lineupID 254 is encountered When ?attening out a rela 
tional database. FIG. 4 includes table 400, “JaZZStartingLine 
ups” table 400, Which may be a temporary table to accelerate 
creation of the composite record. In the example illustrated, 
the table 400 has its ?rst data roW indexed by starting-lineup 
#254 to contain the xml snippet. While not illustrated in the 
?gures, typically one or more snippets Would be created for 
all of the lineups. The table could be as simple as the starting 
lineup and the xml pointer to the xml string as illustrated in 
FIG. 4. 

The JaZZGames table 100 can be iterated through to create 
the composite records. The ?rst record is accessed and the 
xml snipped retrieved or generated. The pregenerated xml 
record for starting-lineup #254 is retrieved. And the tWo 
records are combined into a composite record. For example: 

<game-starting-lineup> 

<date>2008-1 1 -26-Wed</date> 
<home>True</home> 
<opponent>Memphis GriZZlies</opponent> 
<Win>True</Win> 
<team-score>1 17</team-score> 
<opp-score>100</opp-score> 
<Wins>10</Wins> 
<losses>6</losses> 
<starting-lineup>00254</star‘ting-lineup> 

</game> 
<starting-lineup> 

<player>Ronnie BreWer</player> 
<player>C. J. Miles</player> 
<player>Paul Millsap</player> 
<player>Mehmet Okur</player> 
<player>Deron Williams</player> 

</star‘ting-lineup> 
</game-starting-lineup> 
The record could be a more complex composite. More 

merged sections could be derived in a similar fashion to this 
starting lineup. In each instance, instead of creating expanded 
roWs of tables, embodiments simply have the result of the one 
to many linkage for each roW ready for merging into the ?nal 
xml hierarchal representation. 

This becomes particularly useful as the many to many 
variables rise to extreme levels. For example, if a database 
With 10,000,000 records is linked to 10,000 other records in 
100,000 different combinations through one or more other 
tables, depending on the record, embodiments may prepare 
the list of the key record variable ready to merge With each of 
the 10,000,000 records. Other approaches to the problem can 
involve exploding the 10,000,000 roWs to perhaps even bil 
lions of roWs to computationally join the tables together. 

Returning once again to the example at hand, the compos 
ite record is noW ready to be fed into a search system, be 
indexed and ready for retrievals, both exact retrievals and 
ranked relevance based retrievals. 

The search system may create indexing patterns from the 
content of the composite record. If, in addition to xml snip 
pets, embodiments preprocessed them into pattern lists, then 
instead of creating a perhaps very large and unWieldy com 
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6 
posite record database, embodiments could apply the index 
ing process directly to each part of the composite record and 
send the pattern list to the indexer. This Would send patterns 
like “denver, nuggets, Wed, 2008, 2008-10, 2008-10-29, . . .” 
from the game record and add in patterns like “ronnie, breWer, 
c j, miles, paul, millsap, mehmet, okur, deron, Williams, . . . ” 
from the pregenerated starting-lineup addition for lineup 
#254. The patterns can also be pregenerated and ready for 
each game that needs that lineup. The index reference in the 
searching index may be the record id or roW number of the 
game table. This approach Would enable direct indexing from 
the database itself Which Would facilitate keeping the data 
base and search index in synch and avoiding the possible huge 
overhead of separate composite records. The search index 
still Will be as extensive as needed to deal With the data ?elds, 
full text ?elds and the various approaches to fuZZy searches 
and relevance ranking. Full text indexing systems are typi 
cally designed to handle a greater volume of search text and 
?elds than Would be typical in a database index. 
The folloWing noW illustrates three more generaliZed ver 

sions of the preceding. 
Composites 
When database records logically form a hierarchical struc 

ture via the join linkage tables, a “primary” table can be 
de?ned Whose records can be modeled as root nodes of sub 
trees that are de?ned by the linkage. Starting at the root node, 
the sub -tree can be traversed and the data from the child nodes 
can be gathered into a “?attened” equivalent composite 
record. Composite records Would then become the targets for 
searching. Composite records are thus equivalent to “docu 
ments” in an already established, document search system. 
Thus, existing document indexing and searching tools can be 
used. 
RaW Data Composites 
RaW data composites can be created by a series of data base 

joins. For each record, the data of interest is extracted then put 
into a roW. Then for each link to a record, those data elements 
are concatenated to the roW. If each j oined record further j oins 
another record of interest, then the elements from those 
records are further concatenated to the roW. In this manner, 
the hierarchy tree underneath the originating record is ?at 
tened into a single roW. The contents of the roW can then be 
indexed. The composite roW Would be the “document” that 
Would be referenced from the index. 

Such an approach could be cumbersome, especially if mul 
tiple sub joins Were redundantly regenerated. Acceleration 
schemes (similar to the use of the snippet 500 illustrated 
above) could store partial roWs of sub-joins to be re-used 
When reencountered. Acceleration structures can either be 
custom coded for each particular problem, or appropriate 
intermediate tables can be generated from the database via 

SQL. 
Hash Values Composites 
Hash value composites are comprised of the hash values of 

the extracted data elements instead of the data elements them 
selves. In some embodiments, prior to any joining operation, 
each roW from a table that has data attributes is converted to a 
list of hash values constructed from the tagzvalue strings, 
Where tag is the name of the column and value is the data in 
the cell. Cells designated as free text Would have the appro 
priate collection of hash values generated to support the free 
text queries. 

After all attribute data for each table are converted to sets of 
hash values, the join sequence is executed. As embodiments 
traverse the sub-tree representing the hierarchical structure 
associated With the record embodiments concatenate hash 
values instead of raW data elements. The resulting composite 
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list of hash values Would be sorted to become the record that 
is passed into an indexing system. This may be especially 
useful for indexing systems that index hashes as opposed to, 
or in addition to, full text indexing. Such a system is illus 
trated in US. patent application Ser. No. 12/281,252 titled 
Hyperspace lndex, ?led on Mar. 2, 2007, Which is incorpo 
rated herein by reference in its entirety. 

The folloWing discussion noW refers to a number of meth 
ods and method acts that may be performed. Although the 
method acts may be discussed in a certain order or illustrated 
in a How chart as occurring in a particular order, no particular 
ordering is required unless speci?cally stated, or required 
because an act is dependent on another act being completed 
prior to the act being performed. 

Further, the methods may be practiced by a computer sys 
tem including one or more processors and computer readable 
media such as computer memory. In particular, the computer 
memory may store computer executable instructions that 
When executed by one or more processors cause various func 
tions to be performed, such as the acts recited in the embodi 
ments. 

One embodiment may be practiced in a computing envi 
ronment and includes a method 600 With acts for ?attening a 
relational database into one or more hierarchical record docu 
ments. The method 600 includes accessing a ?rst database 
table (act 602). For example, the JaZZGames table may be 
accessed. 

The method 600 further includes identifying a ?rst entry 
value in a ?rst entry from the ?rst database table (act 604). The 
?rst entry value represents a plurality of entry values of cor 
responding entries in a second database table. For example, 
the entry value “254” may be identi?ed in the starting lineup 
column of the JaZZGames table. The entry value “254” rep 
resents the set ofplayerlDs 10365, 11744, 11806, 11822, and 
11850 or the player names Ronnie BreWer, C. J. Miles, Paul 
Millsap, Mehmet Okur, and Deron Williams from the 
J aZZRoster table. This link is made using the J assPlayerLine 
upXref table. 

The method 600 further includes creating an array, Wherein 
the array includes one or more representations of the plurality 
of entry values (act 606). For example, the array may be one 
of the snippets illustrated beloW the JaZZStartingLineups 
table in Appendix A. 

The method 600 further includes converting at least a por 
tion the ?rst database table to one or more hierarchical record 
documents, With one or more columns of the ?rst database 
table represented at a ?rst hierarchical level and values in 
entries in the columns represented at a second hierarchical 
level beloW the ?rst hierarchical level for a corresponding 
column (act 608). The ?rst database table includes a plurality 
of entries having the ?rst entry value. Converting the ?rst 
database table to a hierarchical record document includes 
substituting the array in the one or more hierarchical record 
documents for each entry in the plurality of entries having the 
?rst entry value. 

For example hierarchical record documents may be created 
for each game in the JaZZGames table. Note that the games 
With gamelD 627, 635, 636, 638, 644, 653, 654, 663, 670, and 
678 all have the starting lineup 254. Thus When creating each 
of those hierarchical record documents, 254 is simply substi 
tuted for the array illustrated by the snippet illustrated in 
Appendix A under Table 4. Thus, the data does not need to be 
recreated each time When ?attening out the database table 
J aZZGames. 

The method may be practiced Where the array is pointed to 
by a pointer. Substituting the array in a hierarchical record 
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8 
document for each entry in the plurality of entries having the 
?rst entry value may include folloWing the pointer to obtain 
the array. 
The method may be practiced Where the one or more rep 

resentations of the plurality of entry values are index entities 
used to index the plurality of entry values such that the hier 
archical record document comprises an internal index of the 
second database table for the plurality of entry values. The 
pointers to pointer2, pointer3, pointer4, and pointer5 illus 
trated beloW table 4 illustrate an example of this. In particular, 
rather than substituting actual data, one or more index entries 
can be substituted. For example the index entities may include 
phrase index representations representing the plurality of 
entry values as phrases. For example, the array may include 
“Ronnie BreWer”, “C. J. Miles”, “Paul Millsap”, “Mehmet 
Okur”, and “Deron Williams” as phrases rather than Ronnie 
BreWer, C. J. Miles, Paul Millsap, Mehmet Okur, and Deron 
Williams, as illustrated by pointer3. 

Alternatively or additionally, the index entities may 
include phonetic index representations Where the plurality of 
entry values are represented by phonetic representations of 
the plurality of entry values. For example, phonetic represen 
tations of Ronnie BreWer, C. J. Miles, Paul Millsap, Mehmet 
Okur, and Deron Williams may be included in the array. 

Alternatively or additionally, the index entities may 
include Word proximity index representations for the plural 
ity of entry values. For example, Ronnie near BreWer, C. J. 
near Miles, Paul near Millsap, Mehmet near Okur, and Deron 
near Williams may be included in the array, as illustrated by 
pointer 3. Proximity may be in either order. For example 
Ronnie near Brewer is functionally the same as Brewer near 
Ronnie. 

Alternatively or additionally, the index entities may 
include hash index representations, Where the plurality of 
entry values are represented by corresponding hash values of 
the plurality of entry values. For example, a hash value may 
be created for each of Ronnie BreWer, C. J. Miles, Paul 
Millsap, Mehmet Okur, and Deron Williams as illustrated by 
pointer5. Examples of such indexing techniques are illus 
trated in US. patent application Ser. No. 12/281,252 titled 
Hyperspace lndex, ?led on Mar. 2, 2007, Which is incorpo 
rated herein by reference in its entirety. The hash values may 
then be included in the array. 

Other indexing techniques, though not speci?cally enu 
merated may be used When creating the array. 

Embodiments of the present invention may comprise or 
utiliZe a special purpose or general-purpose computer includ 
ing computer hardWare, as discussed in greater detail beloW. 
Embodiments Within the scope of the present invention also 
include physical and other computer-readable media for car 
rying or storing computer-executable instructions and/or data 
structures. Such computer-readable media can be any avail 
able media that can be accessed by a general purpose or 
special purpose computer system. Computer-readable media 
that store computer-executable instructions are physical stor 
age media. Computer-readable media that carry computer 
executable instructions are transmission media. Thus, by Way 
of example, and not limitation, embodiments of the invention 
can comprise at least tWo distinctly different kinds of com 
puter-readable media: physical computer readable storage 
media and transmission computer readable media. 

Physical computer readable storage media includes RAM, 
ROM, EEPROM, CD-ROM or other optical disk storage 
(such as CDs, DVDs, etc), magnetic disk storage or other 
magnetic storage devices, or any other medium Which can be 
used to store desired program code means in the form of 
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computer-executable instructions or data structures and 
Which can be accessed by a general purpose or special pur 
pose computer. 
A “netWor ” is de?ned as one or more data links that 

enable the transport of electronic data betWeen computer 
systems and/or modules and/or other electronic devices. 
When information is transferred or provided over a network 
or another communications connection (either hardWired, 
Wireless, or a combination of hardWired or Wireless) to a 
computer, the computer properly vieWs the connection as a 
transmission medium. Transmissions media can include a 

network and/or data links Which can be used to carry or 
desired program code means in the form of computer-execut 
able instructions or data structures and Which can be accessed 

by a general purpose or special purpose computer. Combina 
tions of the above are also included Within the scope of 
computer-readable media. 

Further, upon reaching various computer system compo 
nents, program code means in the form of computer-execut 
able instructions or data structures can be transferred auto 

matically from transmission computer readable media to 
physical computer readable storage media (or vice versa). For 
example, computer-executable instructions or data structures 
received over a netWork or data link can be buffered in RAM 
Within a netWork interface module (e.g., a “NIC”), and then 
eventually transferred to computer system RAM and/or to 
less volatile computer readable physical storage media at a 
computer system. Thus, computer readable physical storage 
media can be included in computer system components that 
also (or even primarily) utiliZe transmission media. 

Computer-executable instructions comprise, for example, 
instructions and data Which cause a general purpose com 
puter, special purpose computer, or special purpose process 
ing device to perform a certain function or group of functions. 
The computer executable instructions may be, for example, 
binaries, intermediate format instructions such as assembly 
language, or even source code. Although the subject matter 
has been described in language speci?c to structural features 
and/or methodological acts, it is to be understood that the 
subject matter de?ned in the appended claims is not neces 
sarily limited to the described features or acts described 
above. Rather, the described features and acts are disclosed as 
example forms of implementing the claims. 

Those skilled in the art Will appreciate that the invention 
may be practiced in netWork computing environments With 
many types of computer system con?gurations, including, 
personal computers, desktop computers, laptop computers, 
message processors, hand-held devices, multi-processor sys 
tems, microprocessor-based or programmable consumer 
electronics, netWork PCs, minicomputers, mainframe com 
puters, mobile telephones, PDAs, pagers, routers, sWitches, 
and the like. The invention may also be practiced in distrib 
uted system environments Where local and remote computer 
systems, Which are linked (either by hardWired data links, 
Wireless data links, or by a combination of hardWired and 
Wireless data links) through a netWork, both perform tasks. In 
a distributed system environment, program modules may be 
located in both local and remote memory storage devices. 

The present invention may be embodied in other speci?c 
forms Without departing from its spirit or characteristics. The 
described embodiments are to be considered in all respects 
only as illustrative and not restrictive. The scope of the inven 
tion is, therefore, indicated by the appended claims rather 
than by the foregoing description. All changes Which come 
Within the meaning and range of equivalency of the claims are 
to be embraced Within their scope. 
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10 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a computing environment, a method of ?attening at 

least a portion of a relational database into one or more 

hierarchical record documents, the method comprising: 
one or more computer processors accessing a ?rst database 

table; 
one or more computer processors identifying a ?rst entry 

value in a ?rst entry from the ?rst database table, 
Wherein the ?rst entry value represents a plurality of 
entry values of corresponding entries in a second data 
base table; 

one or more computer processors creating an array, 
Wherein the array includes one or more representations 
of the plurality of entry values, Wherein the one or more 
representations of the plurality of entry values are index 
entities used to index the plurality of entry values such 
that a hierarchical record document comprises an inter 
nal index of the second database table for the plurality of 
entry values, Wherein the index entities comprise hash 
index representations, Where the plurality of entry val 
ues are represented by corresponding hash values of the 
plurality of entry values and Wherein the array is pointed 
to by a pointer; 

one or more computer processors converting at least a 
portion of the ?rst database table to one or more hierar 
chical record documents, With columns of the ?rst data 
base table represented at a ?rst hierarchical level and 
values in entries in the columns represented at a second 
hierarchical level beloW the ?rst hierarchical level for a 
corresponding column, Wherein the ?rst database table 
comprises a plurality of entries having the ?rst entry 
value, and Wherein converting the ?rst database table to 
one or more hierarchical record documents comprises 
substituting the array in a hierarchical record document 
for each entry in the plurality of entries having the ?rst 
entry value, and Wherein substituting the array in a hier 
archical record document for each entry in the plurality 
of entries having the ?rst entry value comprise folloWing 
the pointer to obtain the array. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the index entities com 
prise phrase index representations representing the plurality 
of entry values as phrases. 

3. The method of claim 1, Wherein the index entities com 
prise phonetic index representations Where the plurality of 
entry values are represented by phonetic representations of 
the plurality of entry values. 

4. The method of claim 1, Wherein the index entities com 
prise Word proximity index representations for the plurality of 
entry values. 

5. In a computing environment, one or more physical non 
transitory computer readable media comprising computer 
executable instructions that When executed by one or more 
processors performs the folloWing: 

accessing a ?rst database table; 
identifying a ?rst entry value in a ?rst entry from the ?rst 

database table, Wherein the ?rst entry value represents a 
plurality of entry values of corresponding entries in a 
second database table; 

creating an array, Wherein the array includes one or more 
representations of the plurality of entry values, Wherein 
the one or more representations of the plurality of entry 
values are index entities used to index the plurality of 
entry values such that a hierarchical record document 
comprises an internal index of the second database table 
for the plurality of entry values, Wherein the index enti 
ties comprise hash index representations, Where the plu 
rality of entry values are represented by corresponding 
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hash values of the plurality of entry values and wherein 
the array is pointed to by a pointer; 

converting at least a portion of the ?rst database table to one 
or more hierarchical record documents, With columns of 
the ?rst database table represented at a ?rst hierarchical 
level and values in entries in the columns represented at 
a second hierarchical level beloW the ?rst hierarchical 
level for a corresponding column, Wherein the ?rst data 
base table comprises a plurality of entries having the ?rst 
entry value, and Wherein converting the ?rst database 
table to one or more hierarchical record documents com 

prises substituting the array in a hierarchical record 
document for each entry in the plurality of entries having 
the ?rst entry value, and Wherein substituting the array in 
a hierarchical record document for each entry in the 
plurality of entries having the ?rst entry value comprise 
folloWing the pointer to obtain the array. 

6. The computer readable media of claim 5, Wherein the 
index entities comprise phrase index representations repre 
senting the plurality of entry values as phrases. 

7. The computer readable media of claim 5, Wherein the 
index entities comprise phonetic index representations Where 
the plurality of entry values are represented by phonetic rep 
resentations of the plurality of entry values. 

8. The computer readable media of claim 5, Wherein the 
index entities comprise Word proximity index representations 
for the plurality of entry values. 

9. In a computing environment, a computing system for 
?attening at least a portion of a relational database into one or 
more hierarchical record documents, the computing system 
comprising: 

one or more computer processors; 

one or more physical computer readable media coupled to 
the one or more computer processors, Wherein the one or 

more physical media comprise computer executable 
instructions that When executed by one or more of the 
one or more computer processors cause one or more of 

the one or more computer processors to perform the 
folloWing: 
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accessing a ?rst database table; 
identifying a ?rst entry value in a ?rst entry from the ?rst 

database table, Wherein the ?rst entry value represents a 
plurality of entry values of corresponding entries in a 
second database table; 

creating an array, Wherein the array includes one or more 
representations of the plurality of entry values, Wherein 
the one or more representations of the plurality of entry 
values are index entities used to index the plurality of 
entry values such that a hierarchical record document 
comprises an internal index of the second database table 
for the plurality of entry values, Wherein the index enti 
ties comprise hash index representations, Where the plu 
rality of entry values are represented by corresponding 
hash values of the plurality of entry values and Wherein 
the array is pointed to by a pointer; 

converting at least a portion of the ?rst database table to one 
or more hierarchical record documents, With columns of 
the ?rst database table represented at a ?rst hierarchical 
level and values in entries in the columns represented at 
a second hierarchical level beloW the ?rst hierarchical 
level for a corresponding column, Wherein the ?rst data 
base table comprises a plurality of entries having the ?rst 
entry value, and Wherein converting the ?rst database 
table to one or more hierarchical record documents com 
prises substituting the array in a hierarchical record 
document for each entry in the plurality of entries having 
the ?rst entry value, and Wherein substituting the array in 
a hierarchical record document for each entry in the 
plurality of entries having the ?rst entry value comprise 
folloWing the pointer to obtain the array. 

10. The computing system of claim 9, Wherein the index 
entities comprise phrase index representations representing 
the plurality of entry values as phrases. 

11. The computing system of claim 9, Wherein the index 
entities comprise phonetic index representations Where the 
plurality of entry values are represented by phonetic repre 
sentations of the plurality of entry values. 

12. The computing system of claim 9, Wherein the index 
entities comprise Word proximity index representations for 
the plurality of entry values. 

* * * * * 


